Deputy Director (Software Development)

Position: Deputy Director (Software Development)
Organisation: Brightoil Petroleum
Location: Singapore

Job Description

We are looking for an energetic person to join the team as the VP of Engineering. This will be a hands-on role actively developing and executing development related standards and processes, and managing DevOps. You will be reporting to the CTO as his technical partner.

- Develop and execute clear platform engineering standards, processes and roadmap to reach our B2B e-commerce platform business goals;
- Address tactical issues while maintaining strategic technology and organisational vision;
- Handle complex of technical development concepts, latest software tools and technologies, strong data concepts and designing techniques in order to deliver business goals across teams;
- Lead a team of engineers, while leveraging resources across multiple development teams;
- Hire, develop and coach the development team, continually improve at their job and grow in their careers;
- Apply advanced development management methodology, establish related development standards and processes, ensure overall delivery of technical solutions within budget and timeframes, and optimise the technical approaches across the team activities;
- Drive major product, application and platform engineering initiatives;
- Working cross-functionally with all directly involved teams to ensure product/project can be delivered as planned within current resource availability;
- Report to the higher management on the status of the product/project, and complete task assigned by higher management.

Job Requirements

- Min. Degree in IT management and Computer-related Degree;
- Min. 8 years relevant work experience with the development of complex e-commerce product and platform;
- Proficient in handling the most complex of technical development concepts, latest software tools and technologies, strong database concepts and designing techniques;
- Solid experience of frontend (H5), backend (Java), and App (iOS and Android) development with strong capabilities to solve problems in architecting, coding, testing and DevOps.
- Must be an eCommerce oriented thinker who focuses on the result;
- Good documentation capabilities, ability to quickly grasp business and system use;
- Fast in providing support and rectification to issues raised by users.

Application

To apply, please submit your detailed resume, expected remuneration and earliest commencement date to hrsg@bwoil.com

Only shortlisted candidates will be notified.